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Cost-Saving Green Solutions and Virtualization
As the country’s economic recession hits hard, Future Tech
continues to focus on cost-saving solutions that you can use
now. And the most successful way to do that is by becoming
more efficient and reducing operating costs. Our IT solutions
can help your company lower expenditures, improve
efficiencies, and see tsngiblr ROI while continuing to move your
business forward in a challenging economy.

Start with Virtualization
Virtualization is one of today’s fastest-growing technologies,
allowing businesses to improve efficiencies while lowering
costs, making managing IT workloads less expensive and more
flexible. Future Tech gives you the ability to consolidate servers
and easily deploy development and test environments; these are
offered with resources that include highly skilled technicians,
sales support engineers, and network consultants.
The main areas of virtualization are: Network Virtualization, a
method of combining resources into a network by splitting up the bandwidth into channels. Virtualization disguises
the complexity of the network, separating it into manageable parts. Storage Virtualization pools physical storage
from multiple network storage devices into a single storage device managed from a central console. Server
Virtualization masks server resources from server users. In all areas of virtualization the goal is to make complex
resources simpler and centralized. Info

Managed Print Services

With all the hidden variable costs involved in printer management, it is estimated that a company spends a minimum
of 10% of its gross revenues on print expenses alone. In fact, 90% of IT directors don’t know how much their printer
fleet is costing them. Future Tech’s Managed Print Services team can help you control printing costs with a program
that keeps an accurate, up-to-the-minute meter read while also identifying areas that need to be monitored for
repairs or maintenance. Wouldn’t you like to have better visibility, control over printing costs, printer fleet
optimization and a simple and secure management solution adapted to your company’s needs? Info

Asset Recycling Services

Future Tech Enterprise offers a reliable way to dispose of outdated hardware and systems with our series of
comprehensive IT Asset Disposition Solutions. Designed specifically to mitigate the various liabilities associated
with technology, our solutions meet the stringent requirements of the U.S. Department of Defense. With a little
planning, your company can realize as much as a 75% planned disposition cost reduction with the added benefit of
creating a greener environment. Info

Phone Review
No matter how careful you are with your company’s telecommunications expenses you may be getting overcharged
for services you are not receiving and equipment you are not using. Future Tech offers a risk-free, no-obligation
audit using PhoneReview; we’ll send in our team of experts to review your telecommunication plans and help you
recover money you didn’t realize you were losing. In our research, we find that over 75% of billings contain errors. Is
this something your company can afford? Info
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ViewPort™ Suite
ViewPort Suite is a network infrastructure management solution that can help improve business resilience, lower
operating costs, and boost productivity, right on your desktop. With several available options that complement your
enterprise-wide needs, ViewPort Suite helps your business remain competitive in an ever-changing marketplace
through improved efficiency and reduced costs. Available options include ViewPort DMS, PIMM, ARP, or MMS,
PrintFleet, Meeting Room Manager and Contract One, and more. Info

ContractOne®
A recent PricewaterhouseCoopers’ report showed that eliminating contract inaccuracies and non-compliance could
produce savings equal to 2% of a company’s total annual costs. With ContractOne, IT professionals can more
effectively manage the complete lifecycle of their technology contract and lease obligations, resulting in cost
reduction, improved efficiencies, and better visibility and control over your projects. Our services have shown lower
costs related to regulatory non-compliance by 90-100%, decreased manual work related to contract negotiation and
management by 50-75%, and reduced operational costs resulting from employee inefficiencies by 30%. Info

Staff Augmentation
Through quality-focused recruiting and retention, Future Tech provides the right people with the right skills whenever
and wherever you need them in a timely and cost-effective manner. Our mission is to help you manage your HR and
placement costs while keeping your IT projects on track and providing more value per-dollar than typical staffing
agency solutions. Whether you need a “consultant” for a specific issue, a “direct” placement as an employee or a
“contract worker” to be used as long term technical support, Future Tech will go the extra mile to ensure you receive
the staffing that you need. Info

Nordplan
Nordplan integrates form and function to provide a high-density storage system that keeps all your vital information
secure and ready when you need it. With a range of storage and filing products that include stationary shelving as
well as computerized, mechanical, and mobile systems, storage capacity is more than doubled and there is no
wasted time retrieving information from various locations throughout the office. HIPPA compliant, these high-density
storage solutions save time, space, and valuable resources, all in a secure and customizable environment. Info

Leasing Options
With our helpful leasing options, Future Tech can help your company avoid falling victim to the consequences of
restricted spending in the current economic climate. When you buy an asset, you’re required to pay all at once,
limiting cash flow and burdening your company. Opting to lease assets conserves cash by spreading out your
payments over a fixed number of years, while allowing you to accurately plan and anticipate your cash outflow. Our
multiple leasing options help you free up your cash flow, and allow your company to have current, innovative
technology while conserving capital resources. Info

Project Management
In addition to the challenges of juggling hectic day-to-day workloads, every organization is faced with the added
burden of delivering unique, one-off projects often needed to advance company objectives. Typically these missioncritical projects must be delivered within a limited – and often aggressive – time frame, and these challenges are
further exaggerated when attempting to mobilize an already over-tasked and limited staff. Your employees become
over allocated, performance is compromised, and both quality and delivery deadlines are at risk. Future Tech’s
Project Management experts are here to help you manage these challenges, offering you a team of experts to
perform your unique project tasks and ensure your project is delivered on time and within budget Info
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